
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
supervisor customer service. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for supervisor customer service

Identify the developmental needs of the team then provide coaching and
mentoring to improve their knowledge or skills
Assist Manager in achieving overall objectives in creating superior
performance for the business
Proactively provide alternative solutions and use problem solving tools to
meet customer requests
Supervises Customer Service Representatives performing customer service
activities including responding to service inquiries, retaining existing
accounts, and problem resolution including, but is not limited to, hiring,
training, and coaching representatives
Monitors and assesses the department’s operational performance and trends
to adjust activities as appropriate
Managing schedules of multiple customer service representative teams
Monitoring timing and attendance of CSR teams
Responsible for the CSR team providing daily quality experiences to
customers via measurable KPIs
Developing team members through coaching and performance feedback,
providing effective performance assessments, and establishing performance
development plans
Handling escalated customer inquiries and resolving issues that require
additional resolution steps, presenting resolutions to managers, and

Example of Supervisor Customer Service Job
Description
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Qualifications for supervisor customer service

Ability to stand for a long period of time on a continuous basis and deliver
training sessions on a back to back basis
5+ years related work experience in order fulfillment, call center, or sales
administration
Experience working within a complex matrix organization supporting key
stakeholders at all levels and across various disciplines
2-3 years supervisory experience required, or internal equivalent
Local travel and overnight travel as required
Experience in the Supervision or management of a problem resolution call
center environment, preferred, and coupled with demonstrated experience in
process improvement, project management and quality assurance


